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Because microgrids can reduce or eliminate power disruptions, the

proposed microgrid could position Chicago to capture growth

among those industries that experience relatively greater losses

when power outages occur. This includes momentary interruptions,

which account for a “substantial portion” of such costs. The

improved quality, reliability, resiliency, and security associated with

a urban microgrid could offer a locational advantage in attracting

companies for which a power interruption is particularly costly.

(a) location preferences including importance of energy factors; (b)

power demand and energy consumption; (d) backup power systems;

(c) costs associated with power interruption; (d) familiarity with—

and opinion of—microgrids; and (e) the “all in” price they would be

willing to pay to locate within a microgrid offering 99.999% uptime.
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University of Chicago  6035 S. Blackstone Ave. 

CHP Power Plant | ComEd Electric substation 

| 2 Blocks to our 6242 S. Dorchester Site

Why solid oxide fuel IP is key to Chicago Task Force’s future? Recovery

demands a disruptive proven CAPex & OPex solution plus 1 billion R&D

investment delivers Illinois & Chicago utilities recovery for commercial

buildings & stable (Public & Private partnership) to engage our #3

metropolis for 2021 immediate recovery now; via New Clean Energy on

demand 24x7x365 Microgrid power IP below.
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City of Chicago

Energy Team Org Chart

Energy Equity Mentor Protégé 

To: City of Chicago Department of Assets, Information and Services Commissioner Jennifer Muss.
Attached is our REDACTED submitted by the 1st Minority Led CypherSelect MBE Protégé Team to

respond with Majority MENTORs below for Energy as a Service to achieve the City’s 100% clean

(renewable energy goals) TBD. This Energy Equity Mentor Protégé Team is the 1st Minority electricity

municipalization delivery franchises for the nation’s third largest city and largest urban center between

America’s coasts to deploy innovative ways to reliably, equitably, affordably & sustainably strengthen,

maintain & operate the electricity grid the City of Chicago. 100% financed on City public land.



1.) John C. Morley Lendlease Construction Chicago 

Principal-in-Charge, Senior Vice President

30 South Wacker Drive, 24th Floor

Chicago, IL 60606

T 312 245 1409 | F 312 245 1379 | M 312 656 7664

John.morley@lendlease.com | www.lendlease.com

2.) Allison Mick Nationwide Bloom & Ameresco Partner Engagement

City of Chicago Enterprise Account Manager for RFI

312.399.2118 | Allison.Mick@BloomEnergy.com

Bloom Energy

4353 North First Street, San Jose, CA 95134

www.bloomenergy.com

3.) Tony Burketh Principal Investigator for Bloom; Ameresco; AlphaStruxure; 

LendLease 

CypherSelect™ MBE  Chicago Woodlawn HQ

T +1 872-201-0648  aburketh@gmail.com

Chicago Community 773-783-2850

4.) Jonathan A. Beckham

Shareholder Greenberg Traurig, LLP

1750 Tysons Boulevard, Suite 1000 | McLean, VA 22102

T +1 703.903.7534  C-703-861-1532

beckhamj@gtlaw.com | www.gtlaw.com | View GT Biography

Curtis Florence

President MBE Construction Supply, Inc.

P: 312.373.9334

F: 312.444.0677

C: 312.343.2033

E: curtis@mbeconstructionsupply.com

W: www.mbeconstructionsupply.com

Brian M. Haug, P.E.

Continental Energy Solutions

815 Commerce Drive; Suite 280

Oak Brook, IL 60523

o. 630.637.2151

c. 847.875.5736

www.CESnrg.com

bhaug@CESnrg.com

RFI Energy Equity Team Contact List
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https://www.ameresco.com/portfolio-item/chicago-public-schools/
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Chicago – The Vision to a “Clean City”
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Bloom Energy Corporation is a Silicon Valley based technology provider and energy project developer.
We trace our roots to work performed for NASA by our CEO and Founder, Dr. KR Sridhar, to create
technology capable of converting atmospheric gases on Mars to oxygen and fuel, for use by astronauts.
Dr. Sridhar and his team built a fuel cell capable of producing air and fuel from electricity generated by
a solar panel that would have been placed on Mars. They soon realized their technology could have an
even greater impact here on Earth. Bloom Energy’s investors include Kleiner, Perkins Caufield & Byers,
New Enterprise Associates, and Morgan Stanley. In addition to Dr. Sridhar, the company’s leadership
team includes venture capitalist, John Doerr, who helped fund Google and Amazon, former Secretary of
State, General Colin Powell, former CEO of Cisco Systems, John Chambers and former CEO of General
Electric, Jeff Immelt.

Bloom Energy has delivered approximately 450MW of Solid Oxide Fuel Cells across 700 sites to
enterprise customers in approximately 10 years. Today, Bloom Energy has installations in the United
States, India, Japan, and Korea. Most recently, Bloom Energy has shipped the first hydrogen fuel cell to
Korea to test an actively engaged hydrogen SOFC conversations to deliver US cities commercial and
industry customers. Since Bloom’s inception, they have been working to enable the hydrogen economy
by scaling the manufacturing and production of our solid oxide technology to reduce costs, improve
reliability through increased stack life, and improve our materials performance to advance our
technology. In addition, to advancements in hydrogen, Bloom focuses on provide microgrids to keep
business and cities running when the grid is not present. A few examples:

1. During the worst of the 2019 and 2020 California wildfires, Bloom Energy had multiple microgrids
deployed that helped keep retail stores, such as Home Depot, and grocery stores open for struggling
communities with widespread power outages.

2. Bloom Energy also recently deployed a microgrid at the Marcus Garvey Apartments, a low-income
housing development in Brooklyn, N.Y., which involved a combination of fuel cells and energy storage
on-site. Instead of building a new substation, the customer received a rebate from the utility — a
unique approach.
3. In Hartford, Connecticut, Bloom Energy deployed a microgrid for a local library, gas station
and school, which, most of the time, just works to serve those entities. But, during an emergency, the
microgrid can island, stay on and make sure that the gas station is powered and the emergency shelters
at the library and school are powered for the community as well.
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HYDROGEN AT BLOOM ENERGY: In July 2020, Bloom announced a new solid oxide electrolyzer product
for renewable hydrogen production (the “SOEC”). The SOEC is built on the same solid oxide platform
used by the Bloom Energy Server fuel cell product. It therefore benefits from the scale, project
development, cost reductions, and technology optimization gained over the past decade, during which
products have produced significant results in terms of:

➢ Cost. Significant reductions in capital costs, service cost and fuel costs (by way of

improvements in electrical efficiency); making Bloom the lowest-cost solution at scale

➢ Power density. Bloom’s Energy Server today makes 5x more power in the same service footprint

as our first generation system due to material science and technology architecture optimization;

Bloom’s high efficiency will requiring 13-31% less electricity to produce a kg of hydrogen by 2030.

➢ Financing ecosystem. A key challenge with ramping small, pilot scale technology into large,

commercial and “bankable” applications are the challenges of inducing investors to deploy

billions of dollars for relatively new project types. Bloom has overcome these challenges and has

demonstrated a track record of success with a large set of established strategic investors whom

we believe will be very interested in the Project;

➢ Scale and operating efficiency. Bloom has built a global supply chain, shown that they can scale

operations to meet growing customer demand, and successfully delivered several material

improvements to our core technology platform. This kind of experience is only gained by

deploying reliably at scale – which is a far different level of performance required by project

investors and customers than those interested in small-scale demonstrations.

BLOOM ENERGY leadership in commercial solid oxide technology provides many advantages over other
technology to generate green hydrogen. They believe that the SOEC holds the greatest potential to generate low-
cost green hydrogen because of its superior efficiency, rapidly declining costs, and scalability. Scalability of the
supply chain required to deliver the high volumes of hardware need to scale up hydrogen production will be
critical to achieve low cost H2. Bloom is uniquely positioned to deliver this capability given their existing
manufacturing capabilities, and their extensive experience with building a robust, diversified, and resilient supply
chain over the past decade of scaling up production of a new energy technology. As a result, they have multiple
sources for key parts and materials, a best-in-class quality system, have purposely selected capital equipment
providers who are also capable of short lead times, and the strong balance sheet necessary to fund manufacturing
expansions. The Bloom manufacturing team has experience with leading companies in the automotive and
semiconductor manufacturing industries, which are known for high-volume production, rapid cost reduction, and
the highest quality output. Bloom has been able to achieve significant scale-up by developing, closing financing
for, constructing, and operating more solid oxide fuel cell based projects than anyone else in the world.
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Power Utilities are seizing the lack of electricity is now a reality. 25 States are suffering 50 degree freezing
never seen before. Chicago Woodlawn Development will lead the USA & Midwest market sort of market
there might be for resilient power, and what impact it might have on the local economy and tax generation.
Microgrids are commonly recognized by their incorporation of electrical storage devices into a distributed
energy resource system. Hydrogen storage and innovation is what Bloom Energy’s research team delivers.

Bloom Energy (NYSE:BE) market position has changed in the last 10 months, due to the fast-moving US
economy demand for Clean Energy “Microgrids”. The Chicago Recovery Task Force & Civic private
stakeholders now demand revenue outcomes’ disruptive proven CAPex & OPex solution plus immediate
recovery via New Clean Energy on demand 24x7x365 Microgrid power. What is a microgrid & how do they
work? A microgrid is a self-sufficient energy system that serves a discrete geographic footprint, such as a
hospital complex, campus or community. During a power outage, the microgrid islands from the utility grid,
and the microgrid’s on-site resources provide power to its host buildings. An advanced microgrid also
optimizes multiple energy resources and load to achieve the hosts’ goals for price, sustainability or efficiency.

Bloom Energy & Cypher is a developer of cost-effective, reliable, clean energy projects using the
breakthrough all-electric solid oxide fuel cell technology. The fuel cells produce reliable base load power
using a highly resilient and environmentally superior non-combustion process. The result is a new option for
energy infrastructure that combines increased electrical reliability with fast, targeted, and unobtrusive
deployments, and significantly lower environmental impacts. The Bloom Energy Server™ enables customers
to deploy a form of power generation that is clean, reliable, predictable, and avoids the operational
problems, complexity, efficiency issues, thermal limitations, siting challenges, and environmental shortfalls
that have hindered power generation equipment that requires waste heat utilization, as well as systems that
simply store grid energy that had been previously generated via combustion. Bloom’s technology gives its
users the flexibility and reliability to respond effectively in times of crisis. Bloom’s clean, non-combustion
technology generates electricity without harmful combustion, allowing you to produce power without any
of the PM 2.5, NOX, or SO2emissions associated with purchased grid power. A recent Harvard study linked
fine particulate matter (PM 2.5) exposure to higher mortality rates in COVID-19 patients. Click on the Link
to evaluate for the benefit of all USA underserved sites. https://projects.iq.harvard.edu/covid-pm
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Cypher-Brazier Foundation-SAFE™ $250,000,000 + Qualified CAPex OPex Site

for Equity investment in Chicago Woodlawn supported by Chicago Recovery

Task Force Land Secured by social impact mandatory compliance below: Our

Land is secured and vetted for Investment for compliance with all City of

Chicago Compliance for 2021. Guaranteed by Tier-1 Public Traded Firms.

1. Located in a qualified Opportunity Zone by DCEO (done)

2. Public welfare investment eligible (Compliant)

3. Project will be developed by  experienced, credit-worthy

4. Sponsor via community need under the CRA (done)

5. Our mission critical DD is complete for CPD (done)

6. Actionable before end of 2021 (done)

7. Generate a positive economic return (20-30yr IRR 16%)

8. Duplicated Model for Chicago & Cook County (done)

Woodlawn Campus in Chicago
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UIC – School 
of Engineering South Loop

Bridgeport

Douglas
Oakland
Kenwood

Grand Boulevard
Washington Park 
Woodlawn

Southwest 

To South Shore
Englewood

Chicago – West Loop

To Far South Chicago

Greater Grand Crossing

To Far South 
Southwestern Suburbs

Phase 1A, 1B, II

Phase II, III
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The Woodlawn Project “Top Secret” Microgrid Site

Site #4a 

Woodlawn

Quantum MC 

#3 50mw 

Campus
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• Equity can help the city's transportation

network, affordable housing resources and

economic development efforts to more

evenly address their allocation among

neighborhoods.

• Diversity goals can help acknowledge and

value stakeholder differences, experiences

and strengths to help people and nature to

coexist with mutual benefits.

• Resiliency efforts can help individuals,

neighborhoods and industries to prepare and

rebound from economic events that may be

personal or collective, local or global.

Woodlawn

Quantum MC 

100mw 

Campus

Woodlawn

Quantum MC 

100mw 

Campus





62nd Dorchester West of the Illinois 

Central Railroad (ICRR) tracks 
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IIPD DRaaS

Modular

Campus

IIPD DRaaS

Modular

Campus
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The Woodlawn Project “30Mw” 1 Mile to Lake

IIPD DRaaS

#3 Modular

Campus

IIPD 127th Doty Rd “30Mw” Chicago Port District
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18th to 20th LSD 6.6 Acre McCormick Place Microgrid

“Owned by MPEA-Legislature of Illinois & City of Chicago”

• (Site #1) MPEA 6.6 acre 20th -- 18th Lake Shore Drive Vacant

Land with 2-A Mixed Use Towers via RFP #2018-32-M via

LendLease Construction for Hyperscale Data Center Powered

by CleanTech Microgrid Innovation……….

MPEA #1 

Hyperscale 

54mw

Campus Hub
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MPEA #1 

Hyperscale 

54mw

Campus Hub
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Chicago Principal Investigator for Bloom Energy’sManufacturing; Engineering for Hydrogen Energy Equity
Team has provided market conditions for a proposed microgrid in USA Urban Communities starting in the
City of Chicago, IL, as well the potential Economic job, income, and tax revenues that might accompany
such an enterprise. Power interruptions have been estimated to cost commercial and industrial
customers more than $100 billion each year in the United States. As this RFI response will show, power
downtime can have a significant impact on impact for all institutions & businesses become who become
more reliant upon access to Microgrids. When companies experience power loss or low-quality power
(such as a brownout), a wide range of businesses, including professional services, health care, data
management, manufacturing and many others, are profoundly affected.
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In Conclusion Chicago Power Utilities are seizing the lack of electricity is now a reality. 25 States are suffering
50 degree freezing never seen before. Chicago Woodlawn Development; IIPD Chicago Port and MPEA will
lead the USA & Midwest market sort of market there might be for resilient power, and what impact it might
have on the local economy and tax generation. Microgrids are commonly recognized by their incorporation
of electrical storage devices into a distributed energy resource system. Hydrogen storage and innovation is
what Bloom Energy’s research team delivers. We thank the City of Chicago AIS for the opportunity to serve.

Bloom Energy (NYSE:BE) market position has changed in the last 10 months, due to the fast-moving US
economy demand for Clean Energy “Microgrids”. The Chicago Recovery Task Force & Civic private
stakeholders now demand revenue outcomes’ disruptive proven CAPex & OPex solution plus immediate
recovery via New Clean Energy on demand 24x7x365 Microgrid power. What is a microgrid & how do they
work? A microgrid is a self-sufficient energy system that serves a discrete geographic footprint, such as a
hospital complex, campus or community. During a power outage, the microgrid islands from the utility grid,
and the microgrid’s on-site resources provide power to its host buildings. An advanced microgrid also
optimizes multiple energy resources and load to achieve the hosts’ goals for price, sustainability or efficiency.

Bloom Energy & Cypher is a developer of cost-effective, reliable, clean energy projects using the
breakthrough all-electric solid oxide fuel cell technology. The fuel cells produce reliable base load power
using a highly resilient and environmentally superior non-combustion process. The result is a new option for
energy infrastructure that combines increased electrical reliability with fast, targeted, and unobtrusive
deployments, and significantly lower environmental impacts. The Bloom Energy Server™ enables customers
to deploy a form of power generation that is clean, reliable, predictable, and avoids the operational
problems, complexity, efficiency issues, thermal limitations, siting challenges, and environmental shortfalls
that have hindered power generation equipment that requires waste heat utilization, as well as systems that
simply store grid energy that had been previously generated via combustion. Bloom’s technology gives its
users the flexibility and reliability to respond effectively in times of crisis. Bloom’s clean, non-combustion
technology generates electricity without harmful combustion, allowing you to produce power without any
of the PM 2.5, NOX, or SO2emissions associated with purchased grid power. A recent Harvard study linked
fine particulate matter (PM 2.5) exposure to higher mortality rates in COVID-19 patients. Click on the Link
to evaluate for the benefit of all USA underserved sites. https://projects.iq.harvard.edu/covid-pm


